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Population decline as a global priority

Enduring low fertility may characterize the coming centuries
▶ It seems to be a deep fact that more opportunities ⇒ few children

Recent work suggests this may be a threat to long-term human
welfare
▶ Jones (2022) shows that economic growth ends entirely under

population decline in standard models
▶ MacAskill (2022) worries about stagnation leading to a prolonged

period of high x-risk
▶ Geruso and Spears (forthcoming) worry that humanity may become

very small and therefore vulnerable, or producing little value

Put simply, there will be fewer people and/or these people will have
worse lives
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Is this stagnation concern (normatively) legitimate?

Counterpoint to the quality of life worry: if we could have increased
the population in 1300 to speed up growth, (relatively) more people
need to live in 1300

There’s something perverse about stuffing people into technologically
immature states to speed up progress
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Population sizes govern the speed of history

This project:
1. Shows that standard models imply that increasing the size of the

population (only) serves to speed up history
▶ Technologies and people are “brought forward” at the same speed
▶ So no individual is made better off: same quality of life, but they

occur earlier
2. Uses this framing to sort out concerns about population decline

▶ The key issue is how the model ends (Ord, Forthcoming)
▶ If a deadly asteroid is coming in 1000 years, speeding up

history has value
▶ If extinction is endogenous, that is (presumably) brought

forward just as fast as population and technology

Takeaway: This ‘speeding up history’ framing is greedy—it
neutralizes the stagnation concern and eats away at the totalist benefits
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Roadmap

1. Simple demonstration
▶ Constant populations; two levels of technology

2. Formal derivation in continuous model
▶ New reading of standard semi-endogenous growth model

3. More speculative, sci-fi considerations (these are necessary!)
▶ If population size considerations are equivalent to speeding things

up, it matters what is happening at the end of history
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Discrete Endogenous Growth Setting

Growth theory á la Romer (1990), Jones (1995) implies that research
effort determines the level of innovation in a period
▶ More people ⇒ more ideas, which everyone can benefit from

Consider a world with two possible levels of technology
▶ Living standards are low in state L, high in state H

Romer/Jones imply that we transition from L → H once there has
been a sufficient number of cumulative people-years
▶ E.g., a collection of sub-inventions is necessary
▶ Or, geniuses arrive with random probabilities

For concreteness, let’s say it takes 100,000 people-years
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Is it good to increase population sizes?

Suppose a benevolent planner could pick the population, N
▶ Should she pick a large population, to speed up progress?

Let’s focus on choosing between N = 100 or N = 500
▶ So it takes either 1000 years or 200 years to get to H, respectively

Is it better to get there faster?



From the perspective of each individual, no

Individuals can be identified by their order of birth, i; assume they live
for one period
▶ i = 5 is the 5th person ever born
▶ They likely share the planet with their friends i = 4, 6

We’ve stipulated that it takes 100,000 people-years to get to H
▶ So the first i ≤ 100000 don’t care that you’ve sped up

technological progress in this way
▶ (They have more contemporaries, but I’ll set that aside as second-order)

Do people i > 100000 care?
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What changes for the people who come afterwards?

Suppose for the moment that person i = 100001 will come into
existence with certainty
▶ She lives in the H-state, no matter what
▶ The only thing on the line for her is when she comes into

existence

So, any individual who comes into existence with certainty is made no
better off by increasing population sizes



Larger populations speed up technological progress...
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...but no one’s living standards are improved
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Result: Being in a larger population world, with faster technological
progress, has not made anyone’s life better
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What’s on the line is existence, not individual living
standards!

Corollary: If there is a pre-determined number of people who will
ever live, then the population size in any given period is normatively
irrelevant, even if we accept that it speeds up progress

The ‘pre-determined number of people’ condition is unrealistic

But this corollary makes clear that something about the number of
existences has to drive the value of larger populations
▶ We need to think about exinction risks
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Case I: Exogenous extinction

Suppose an asteroid will kill everyone in year 500
▶ Or any other year with some exogenous probability

Trivial solution: total (and average) utility is increasing in the size of
the flow population
▶ For N = 100 we get to the first 50,000 life-years; for N = 500

we get to the first 250,000
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Larger populations are valuable in this case
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Case II: Endogenous extinction

Two ways we might intuitively model existential risk:
1. We invent something that leads to our extinction

▶ This is the AGI case: suppose H comes with a technology that
kills everyone soon after its reached

2. We invent something that makes it possible for a rogue
individual or group to kill everyone
▶ In H, maybe we now face a 1:100,000 chance of drawing an

individual evil enough to produce an existential bioweapon

In each case: the number of individuals who ever live is invariant to
flow population sizes

i. With AGI we get the first 100,000 life-years (until H is reached)

ii. With bioweapons we get 100,000 i’s after H is reached

With endogenous extinction of these sorts, we bring forward
extinction at the same rate we bring forward people and innovations
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Larger populations are no better off in this case
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The only difference is that the small population exists for longer, but
time is not on this graph
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In expectation, both channels matter

With uncertainty, the solution looks like the case of exogenous risk
▶ We’re indifferent to N in the endogenous case, but prefer

N = 500 in the exogenous case

However, the value of speeding up history is decreasing in the share
of risk that’s endogenous
▶ This should influence priorities
▶ EV of adding a person is pexo × uI

▶ pexo is probability of exogenous extinction (ever)
▶ uI is utility of last individual
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This idea holds more generally, and in leading models

Semi-endogenous growth model: Percent growth in TFP (A) is
increasing in N, but suffers from dynamic diminishing returns (β)

Ȧ
A
= αN(t)λA(t)−β

“Simplified model” sets λ = 1
▶ λ < 1 (duplication) implies that to maximize innovation that M

people create, spread them out into M non-overlapping lives
▶ λ > 1 (collaboration) implies that to maximize innovation that M

people create, stack them all in one year

Neither seems plausible in limits, so I’ll assume that these offset
(λ = 1)
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Cumulative people-years by t pins down At

Integrate with respect to time:

A(t) =
(
βα

∫ t

0
N(τ)dτ︸ ︷︷ ︸

People-years by t

+ Aβ
0

) 1
β

Implication: by the time the ith person lives, the level of technology
they experience is invariant to when they live
▶ And the path of population could have taken any arbitrary path to

deliver that integrated value

So everything from that simple model will be the same here, except
that living standards now take continuous values
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Jones (2022) concern ⇐⇒ Geruso and Spears concern?

Jones (2022) shows economic growth ends with population decline,
but not under population growth
▶ Geruso and Spears worry that negative population growth ⇒ we

peter out

Jones (2022) studies a constant growth rate: N(t) = N0egt

▶ This implies
∫∞

0 N(τ)dτ = M̄ is finite in the depopulation case
▶ (⇒ A∞ is finite)

The first M̄ people in the depopulation world have same quality of
life as counterparts in the growth case
▶ But, people {M̄ + 1, . . ., ∞} exist in the growth regime

In endogenous growth models, g ≥ 0 is good because we never go
extinct
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Again: ith person has same technology available
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Endogenous, continuous, existential risk can be formalized

Consider two simple versions of a relationship between x-risk and A

P(survive(t)|alive) =
1

1 + θN(t)× A(t)ϕ

P(survive(t)|alive) =
1

1 + θN(t)× e−ϕA(t)

Increasing in N: you need the technology and the bad actor for
extinction
▶ If there are only 10 people alive, seems unlikely one will

engineer a pandemic

What’s the probability of getting to the i’th person in this framework?



Humanity survives longer with smaller populations
Blue dotted population is twice as large in each period
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No surprise: Probability of getting to ith person is constant

A is risky
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In simple specifications, we can’t use population to grow us to safety
▶ This relies on x-risk increasing proportionately with N
▶ Result differs from Aschenbrennar (2020)



What counts as exogenous vs. endogenous extinction?

Asteroid-like risk might have endogenous properties
▶ If our survival chances to exogenous risks are increased by being

larger/more advanced, that’s a distinct benefit

Or consider the bioweapon example, where extinction is endogenous
▶ Total, timeless, human value is invariant to speeding things up
▶ But other forms of value may persist or even increase

▶ e.g., rewilding, continued evolution

I remain confused about all of this!
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Conclusion

Increasing the population size brings forward people and innovations
▶ Under plausible assumptions, proportionately

Therefore, what’s happening at the model’s end matters a lot in
assessing the value of increasing population sizes
▶ Special case of Ord (Forthcoming)
▶ Does a larger population now ⇒ total timeless population?

Speeding up history is a valuable framing for understanding how
population sizes contribute to value

Thanks!
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